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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents a new way of introducing invariant subspaces for generalized 
systems. This comes from somewhat known geometric algorithms but, in most cases, 
with initial conditions different from those usually seen in this context. These 
definitions are shown to be consistent with other ones directly deduced from “classi- 
cal” approaches like matrix pencil tools or discrete algebraic formalism. The key 
starting point for their introduction is the extension of structural descriptions for these 
generalized systems such as have been available for proper systems. Many results from 
the proper case can thus be extended, for instance the geometric definition for 
controllability indices and something similar to the famous Morse canonical decompo- 
sition of the strictly proper case. Some links with the inversion algorithm are also 
sketched. 
INTRODUCTION 
Generalized systems are systems which can be described by the following 
internal representation: 
Ef(t)=Ar(t)+Bu(t), 
t>,o, (1) 
y(t) = Cx(t), 
X(t)E.TE-=R”, u(t) E @ = R”, y(t) (zg’=Iwp, 
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with EnXn, AnXn, BnXm,and CpXn;withRankEgn, B manic, 
and C epic; and with initial condition x(09). 
Since the work of Rosenbrock [3], a lot of contributions have been made 
to the study of these systems (many references are given in [19], which is one 
of the most recent theses on that topic) and many authors have sought to 
generalize fundamental results of linear system theory to the realm of 
generalized systems. Proper systems have been studied within various ap- 
proaches: transfer matrix, matrix pencil, geometric, etc., and this is also the 
case for these nonproper ones. We shall mainly consider here the matrix and 
geometric approaches. 
As concerns the geometric approach to proper systems, the main contri- 
butions have been made by Wonham and Morse (see for instance [7]) and 
Basile and Marro [2] (for the notions of invariant subspaces) and by Willems 
[9] (for the notion of almost invariant subspaces). Matrix pencils have also 
been intensively used for these proper systems (one of the most recent 
references being [ZO]). 
However, for a few years some authors have been trying to exploit more 
intensively the fine structure of linear proper systems, breaking free from 
particular tools such as invariant subspaces or specific factorizations (transfer 
matrix approach), and, thanks to this structural frame, have provided struc- 
tural solutions to control problems like dynamic model matching [17] or static 
state feedback decoupling [22]. The structural information consists of control- 
lability and observability indices, finite and infinite zeros, Morse’s structural 
invariants [4], essential orders [22], etc. 
This way of tackling systems, within a structural approach, appears to be 
particularly efficient and not limited to linear classical systems: see for 
instance [32] in the nonlinear case. The author’s opinion is that some 
common structural skeleton must exist for systems independently of their 
linearity, properness, or even finite dimensionality. Results are already avail- 
able in this direction for generalized systems, and the aim of this paper is to 
detail some of these recent contributions to the geometric and structural 
approaches for generalized systems. 
We present here a new way of introducing invariant subspaces for 
generalized systems. This gives rise to known geometric algorithms but, in 
most cases, with initial conditions which are different from those usually 
chosen in this context (see [19]). These definitions are given in Section 2, 
Section 1 being devoted to the notation and the description of the basic 
geometric tools for the study of matrix pencils [20, 211. 
One can describe those particular subspaces of the state space within the 
algebraic framework proposed by Schumacher [13]. Indeed, this framework 
rests directly upon the study of trajectories and is thus one of the most 
appropriate candidates for the definition of geometric invariants in the 
singular case. We do not recall this characterization here, but in fact present 
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it in the more general situation (Schumacher’s results will correspond to the 
particular case E = Z) (Section 3). 
Many geometric and structural results from the proper case can be 
extended to these generalized systems, namely the controllability indices 
(Section 4) and a decomposition like the famous Morse canonical decomposi- 
tion in the strictly proper case, which clarifies the structure of the zeros, both 
finite and infinite (Section 5). 
Particular attention is devoted to the structure of the zeros at infinity, in 
particular in connection with the so-called inversion algorithm (Section 6). A 
short example is also given to illustrate the computation of some geometric 
subspaces and structural invariants. 
1. NOTATION AND BACKGROUND 
_F, Y,. . . denote real vector spaces (their elements being X, y, . . . ), and 
.?Er, Y’, . . . their dual spaces. For a given map M: X + Y, the kernel is 
denoted as Ker M, the image as Im M (or J) and the transpose as MT. The 
inverse image by M of ICY is denoted as M-‘.F:={xE~~MM~~Y}. 
The direct sum is denoted @. Let Y and 9 be vector spaces with 9’ C y; 
then y/9’ stands for the quotient space r modulo 9’. The restriction of a 
map, say HI, to a subspace 9’ is denoted as W 19, and if Im(W 19) c .?, then 
y]W ]y stands for the double restriction of I-U to Y and 7. 
For a given set of elements, say { . }, card{ . } denotes the number of 
elements in { * }. More precisely, given a list of integers, say { X, }, the integer 
p j := card{ Xi > j } stands for the number of hi’s which are greater than or 
equal to j. Recall that, in this case, the lists { Xi } and {pi } are completely 
equivalent (to know one is to know both), since we also have hi = card{ ~1 j > 
i } for all i. 
The Kronecker normal form of a matrix pencil slE-HI, where lE and HI act 
from a space V’ to a space W, has been known for a long time and is 
definitively described in Gantmacher [l]. Many authors have made contribu- 
tions to the study of Kronecker’s invariants (under the strict equivalence 
transformations: SIP-W + P( slE-W)Q with P and Q invertible), but we shall 
mainly focus our attention here on their geometric characterization as it was 
initiated in [6, 10, 18, 20, 21, 27, 311. 
The basic geometric study of matrix pencils sif-IHI rests upon the following 
eight algorithms (see [6, 10, 18, 20, 21, 27, 311): 
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which is nondecreasing and converges to JS’~*; 
which is nonincreasing and converges to d2*; 
which is nondecreasing and converges to d3*; 
which is nonincreasing and converges to A?~*; 
which is nonincreasing and converges to 9:; 
which is nondecreasing and converges to 9Y2*; 
LB;=W+, 
g: +‘=wpq, 
which is nonincreasing and converges to 28:; and 
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which is nondecreasing and converges to g4*. These various algorithms are 
linked by some IE-W duality properties which are described below. 
By mathemuticaZ duality (MD), we mean the usual duality which amounts 
(when identifying a vector space with its dual one) to replacing inverse 
images by direct images, the zero subspace by the full space, + by n,.. . 
and vice versa. For instance, we shall write that the algorithms { .JY[} and 
{ .@f } are mathematically dual. Indeed, we have the following quite obvious 
facts: 
PROPOSITION 1 [31]. There are natural complete W-duality and partial 
E-duality properties between A+‘~ and xZz and between ~8~ and 9Y2 in the 
following sense: 
(4 {&PI ad {.WI are mathematically dual, 
(ii) {&$I and (g’2”) are mathematically dual, 
(iii) 9: = HI&f for all j-L >, 0, 
(iv) _f~Zs? = U-I -i.%?~ for all p >, 0, 
(v) 29;’ ’ = IE &l for all ~1 > 0, 
(vi) _&f + r = IE - ‘.%?J~ for all p >, 0. 
This can be summarized in the following diagrams: 
REMARK 2. ~4: and .@ are not “explained’ by the IE-duality property; 
hence the label “partial.” _ 
REMARK 3 [31]. In the same 
and partial I-U-duality properties 
and .%?*. 
way, there are natural complete IE-duality 
between &a and ~9~ and between ~8~ 
These various (IE, W )-duality , properties between geometric algorithms 
deduced from (sIE-HI) illuminate, in the author’s opinion, some of our results 
concerning the natural E-duality occurring between controlled and condi- 
tionally invariant subspaces (see Section 2) as well as, for instance, the 
following geometric characterizations of right or left invertibility of pencils. 
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Indeed, we have: 
THEOREM 4 [31]. The following conditions are equivalent and character- 
ize the left invertibility property of the pencil slE-U-U: 
(i) &p n &a* = 0, 
(ii) .&s* 17 s?~* = 0, 
(iii) lt-‘S?* 177w-‘~~ =O, 
(iv) W-i.98: nIE-%?+?j =O. 
THEOREM 5 [31]. The following conditions are equivalent and character- 
ize the right invertibility property of the pencil SE-U-II : 
(i) .S?~+~~=W, 
(ii) .G8’3* + .S?z = W, 
(iii) IE JS?~* + HI .&rQ: = W, 
(iv) HI dd* + lE.&s* = W. 
Proof. Parts (i) of these theorems are proved in [21], and the other parts 
are similar. Notice however that Armentano initially wrote ~+‘a* + &i* = V 
in Theorem 5(i), which is not exactly equivalent to right invertibility, as 
pointed out, for instance, in [30]. W 
The link between geometric characterizations of right and left invertibili- 
ties is now clear, since it is purely based upon mathematical duality, and 
(i)-(iv) of each theorem is respectively mathematically dual with (i)-(iv) of 
the other one. 
When considering systems described by (l), one often assumes that the 
pencil SE - A is regular: that is, det(sE - A) is not identically equal to zero. 
This ensures that, given any fixed initial condition x(0- ), the solution x(t) of 
Ei(t ) = Ax(t) is unique. This will also be assumed in some parts of this text. 
Many authors have studied this problem of regularity (often called solvabil- 
ity) (see [6, 10, 211, etc.), and we shall just recall here some geometric 
conditions expressing this regularity property and given by Armentano [21]: 
SE - A is regular 
(2) 
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Note that from (2) and (3), one immediately has 
_GS?: nKerA = 0. (4) 
If we consider particular bases of .T associated with the decompositions (2) 
and (3), matrices E and A take the following form (see for instance [21]): 
(5) 
where 0 stands for the identity map and N is nilpotent (with nilpotency 
index a). 
Associated with the matrix pencil SE-W are the four Kronecker lists of 
invariants (under strict equivalence): 
{ .si }, the column minimal indices; 
{ rji }, the row minimal indices; 
{(s - CX~)~~}, the finite elementary divisors ({ CX~ } are the finite zeros of 
SIE-HI with respective orders ki); 
{ vi }, the orders of the infinite divisors. 
There are several ways to characterize the Kronecker invariants of slE-W from 
a geometric point of view. The following one, in terms of &p’s and &l’s, is 
extracted from [20] and [21]; other equivalent ones are given in [31]: 
PROPOSITION 6 [20, 211. 
card{vi>p} =d{(~~+~P)/(~~*+IPPIIl)}, ~21, 
card{qap} =d{(d2*nd/+1)/(d2*n.df)}, ~21, 
card{~,>~} =d{(~~+~~-‘)/(~:+~~)}, ~21, 
and 
the finite zeros ofsE-W are given by the spectrum u( HJ) , 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
with W defined through the following commutative diagram, where P and Q 
are the canonical projections: 
Proof. (6), (7), and (8) are given in [20]--sometimes in a slightly 
different form, but the proofs are similar. 
(9) is proved in [21]. W 
There are also interesting general duality relationships between &f’s and 
SS?&‘ ‘s, which are described below and some of which will be used in the 
sequel: 
THEOREM 7. For all h >, 0 and all p>, 0, the following hold: 
d{(JC+4?)/(~l+-%V} =d{(J4~J%9/(~%4*)} 
Proof. This result is implicitly stated in [20] (see, as a particular case, 
Theorem 4.5 of [20]). n 
=dI(~:n~~)/(~:n~~+X)} 
= d { (a$* + Lq+“)/( a?$?* + df )} . 
The following theorem is a direct consequence of Proposition 6 and 
Theorem 7: 
THEOREM 8. The orders of the infinite divisors of s[E-W , { vi }, satisfy for 
= d {(.&: n ._d[)/(.d: n dtcl) 
=d{(~:n@2%+4hG*)} 
=d{(.&‘~+.&‘;)/(~~+.rzZ;)}. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 7 (take X = 1) and (6). n 
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2. NEW GEOMETRIC DEFINITIONS AND DUALITY PROPERTIES 
Many authors have already paid great attention to the geometric ap- 
proach to singular systems. The main reference, in my opinion, is [19], where 
the reader can find an upto-date bibliography on that field and many 
interesting results. 
However, although I agree with most of this work, my way of defining 
“invariant” subspaces for this class of systems is slightly different. As shown 
below, the difference mainly rests upon initial conditions for some of these 
geometric algorithms. This will be justified in the next sections (in Section 3, 
with the help of natural algebraic definitions deduced from those available for 
proper systems; in Section 4, through the particular definition of controllabil- 
ity indices; and in Section 5, with respect to the structure of the system 
matrix as defined by Rosenbrock [3]). 
One more interesting point, in my opinion, is that my way of defining 
invariant subspaces has very nice duality properties, which are a particular 
case of the so-called IE-duality defined in the previous section (this will be 
somewhat justified in Section 5, Proposition 21, with the help of the system 
matrix [3]). 
Let us directly provide these different definitions. 
We shall denote by .%? or Im B the image of B, and by .x? the kernel of C 
in (1). Recall that a subspace V is called (A, E, I?) invariant if [8, 191 
For the purpose of future definitions, let us rewrite (10) as 
AYCc+.S? (11) 
with y:=EV. 
DEFINITION 9 [28,29]. A subspace Y will be called (C, A, E) invariant 
if there exists Sp such that 
and 
9 = E-‘Sj (12) 
A( X n E-‘y) c y. 
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E (E-duality properties) with respect to (10) and (11) that can 
be described in the following way: Sp in (12) is exactly the dual version of Y 
in (10) in the classical mathematical sense (see Section 1): 
A(xnE-‘Sp) CY CJ ATyL cETyL +Im(Cr) 
where T stands for the transpose and L for the orthogonal subspace. In the 
same way f is exactly the dual version of Y. This can be pictured as 
follows: 
kY 
duality 
_ ^Y is (A, E, B) invariant 
1 
E-1 
I 
E 
y::= E-ly 
duality 
< > f:=EY 
is (C, A, E) invariant 
The most famous generalization of geometric concepts to the singular 
case is the well-known supremul (A, E, B) invariant subs-pace contained in 
X (e.g. [8, 191). It is given by the limit, say V*, of the following nonincreas- 
ing algorithm: 
The injlmul (C, A, E) invariant subspace related to 91 
limit, say Y*, of the following nondecreasing algorithm: 
Sp, = KerE, 
Y P’+i =E-1{3?+A(XnYp)}. 
The purely dual version of (13) is 
9 -p+1 =Cif+A(.XnE-lyp), 
the limit of which is z*, and it can easily be verified that 
YP = E-‘9$ for all p > 0. (16) 
03) 
is defined as the 
(14) 
(15) 
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It is also quite obvious that the algorithm 
&=&(:=ImE) 
V _)I+1 =E(XnA-l(G?+~p)}. 
(17) 
the limit of which is denoted as y*, satisfies 
These properties of 
mutative” diagram: 
~@=EY$ for all p> 0 
E-duality can be summarized 
duality 
(13) - 
I E 
(17) - duality 
Let us now define the supremul (A, E, B) reachability subspace contained 
08) 
in the following “com- 
in X as the limit, say .CJ?*, of the following nondecreasing algorithm (apart 
jkm the different initial condition, this algorithm also appears in the work of 
Ozcaldiran and Lewis [19, 331): 
.$%‘a = F* nKerE, 
.!S P+1=Y*nEP1(A2P+.G?). 
(19) 
One can easily verify that 
9p=V*n,4" for all I*> 0. (20) 
If we denote gP := E.c~,,, and by .A$ and xP respectively the dual versions 
of 9, and sP, we also have 
9 --p+1 =y*n(.s?+A(V*nE-'$)I 
(21) 
with 
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and 
duality 
(19) - &p+,=Y*+E(XnA-l&p) 
duality 
(21) - 
A$=x 
Jv- ,+1=9*+XnA-‘(g’*+E.,4$) 
Another standard geometric algorithm often used in the literature, but with 
different initial condition (see for instance [19])-the limit of which, say a&, 
can be called, in analogy with the proper case, the supremul almost reach- 
ability subspace contained in X (for the time being, we cannot give any 
justification of the word “almost” other than a pure analogy with the proper 
case, but this will become clearer in the next section; see also [23] in the case 
of discrete systems)-is the following one: 
%‘=,=.%nKerE, 
.%? ~,+,=.XnE-l(~+AAa,), 
(23) 
for which one can, of course, provide the same type of “commutative 
diagram” and easily show that 
gap = X n Yp for all p > 0. (24) 
We shall not introduce more algorithms here. Let us only mention that 
these nice properties of E-duality are a particular case of the general IE- and 
W-duality properties exhibited in Section 1. This will be made clear in 
Section 5, where the link between these geometric algorithms and those 
associated with the system matrix of (1) will be enhanced. 
It now seems important to give some reasons for these various new 
definitions. This can be done first with the help of an algebraic characteriza- 
tion of invariant subspaces as provided by Schumacher [13] in the case of 
proper systems. 
3. ALGEBRAIC INTRODUCTION OF INVARIANT SUBSPACES 
Assume that SE - A is regular [see (2)-(4)], and start from the equation 
Ei(t) =Ax(t)+Bu(t), t > 0 and initial condition x(0- ) . 
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One can write with Laplace transforms 
(SE - A)x( s) - Bu( s) = Ex(O- ). (25) 
Denote 
u(s)=u_,sq+ . . . +u_,s+u,+u,s-‘+u,s~2+ . . . . 
x(s) = x_,sr+ . . . + x_ls + X” + x1s-l+ x2sK2 + . . . 
with 
[o - 1~ T comes from the fact that B is manic, and r < 4 - 1 + (Y means that 
the excess of degree between r(s) and U(S) comes from the polynomial part 
of (SE - A)-‘B, that is, from (Y, the nilpotency index of N; see (5).] Equation 
(25) is thus equivalent to 
EL, = 0, 
EX -r+l= Ax-,, 
Ex_, = Ax_,_,, 
Ex -q+l = Ax_, + Bu_,, 
Ex, = Ax_, + Bu-,, 
Ex, = Ax, + Bu, + Ex(O- ), 
Ex, = Ax, + Bu,, 
Hence the discrete “translation” of (1) is 
Ex k+l = Ax, + Bu, + &Exinr kEZ (26) 
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(with XkE9-=uaR, UkE~‘-_IWm, and B manic), where the Kronecker 
symbol S,, is defined by 
and zin stands for the initial value. 
A control sequence is any mapping u : Z + @ written, with obvious 
notation, as 
u=( . ..) U_r,Uo,Ur )...) 
for which there exists an integer q such that 
Uk = 0 for k<q. 
Given a control sequence u and an initial value xin, and under the assump- 
tion that SE - A is regular, there exists a unique sequence x := 
( . ..) x- 1, x0, x1, * * * ) for which there exists an integer r such that 
xk = 0 for k < r 
and which satisfies (25). Any such x is a trajectoy. 
A sequence z=( . . . . z_~,.z~,z~ ,...) is said to be polynomial if zk = 0 for 
all k>,l. 
A sequence z=( . . . . z_r,zo,zl ,...) is said to be strictly proper if zk = 0 
for all k < 0. 
Let X be a given subspace of X. A trajectory x is called a trajectory in 
X if xk E .Y for all k. 
Let us now introduce some formal geometric definitions which are natural 
extensions of those given by Schumacher [ 131 for the proper case (E = I): 
DEFINITION 10. The E-image of the set of all x E _Y that can serve as 
initial value of a strictly proper trajectory in Y with strictly proper control 
sequence is denoted by Iv*. 
DEFINITION 11. The set of all r E X that can serve as initial value of a 
polynomial trajectory in X with polynomial control sequence is denoted 
by 9;. 
DEFINITION 12. The set of all x E .Y that can serve as initial value of a 
polynomial trajectory in .X with polynomial control sequence is denoted 
by Y*. 
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The following observation is quite useful (we shall detail its proof a bit 
here, since it is a key result): 
LEMMA 13. Let u be a control sequence, and let x be the trajectory 
corresponding to u and the initial value xi”. Suppose also that x is a 
trajectory in X. Then: 
(i) x,E.%‘~ forallk<O. 
(ii) Ex, E r* for all k >, 1. (That is, xk E VT* + KerE for all k >, 1.) 
(iii) Zf, in addition, xin E X, then Ax, + Bu, E E.92:. 
Proof. (i): Let k < 0. We can write 
0 = Ax,_, + Bu~_~ - Ex,. 
Take x6 = - xk, and define a new control sequence u’ by 
“3 = 
uj+k-l for j Go, 
0 for j > 0. 
(27) 
(28) 
Then obviously 
xj=xj+k-1 for j GO. 
Moreover, one can easily show that under the assumption of regularity for 
SE - A, 
x; = 0 for j>O. 
Indeed, because of (27), one has 
Ex; := Ax;, + Bu; + Ex;,, = AXk_l + BUk-l - Ex, = 0. 
Hence, because of (28), 
Ex; = 0, 
Ex; = Ax;, 
Ex; = Ax;-,, 
606 
and so 
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r; E Ker E I? &s* := 0 [see P-(3)1 
and hence 
“3 = 0 for j>O. 
Thus x’ is a polynomial trajectory with polynomial control sequence, which 
ends the proof of (i). 
The proof is quite similar for (ii), with x{L = xk and a new control 
sequence u” defined by 
i 
0 
uj’ = 
for j GO, 
u~+~_~ for j >O. 
The trajectory x” is thus strictly proper, since XI’ E KerA n .&r* for all j < 0 
and since (4) holds. 
(iii): When xin E X, then obviously Ax, + Bu, E EX, that is, there exists 
z E X such that Ax, + Bu, = Ez. Thus take xc = - z and define 
u/,, = 
i 
uj for j 60, 
0 for j > 0. 
The resulting trajectory x “’ is polynomial, since x/,, E KerE n .d2* := 0 
[see (2)-(3)], which ends the proof. W 
It now remains to show that those rather natural definitions of invariant 
subspaces are consistent with the geometric algorithms of the previous 
section. This is easy once we have defined for p > 1 (see the definitions given 
by Schumacher in the proper case [13]): 
%‘,, := the set of all x E X which are initial values of a polynomial trajectory 
x in ‘X with polynomial control sequence u and such that Ex j = 0 for 
all j< -p+l; 
YP := the set of all x E X which are initial values of a polynomial trajectory 
x in J? with polynomial control sequence u and such that Ex j = 0 for 
all j< -p+l; 
yP := the image by E of the set of all x E .F which are initial values of a 
strictly proper trajectory x with strictly proper control sequence u and 
such that x j E X for all j < p. 
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Indeed, those subspaces of % can be computed recursively from the algo- 
rithms (23), (14), and (17). 
In particular, to be consistent with these definitions (say at step p = l), 
the initial conditions of (14) and (23) must be fixed at the proposed values, 
that is, Ker E and X f?KerE, and not at 0 as usually done. Another 
justification is given in the next section through the concept of controllability 
indices as introduced by K&era and Zagalak [25]. 
REMARK 14. We made the assumption that SE - A is regular: this is 
crucial in our algebraic definition of invariant and almost invariant subspaces. 
Notice however that this assumption is not required in the purely discrete 
case (see [23]). 
4. GEOMETRIC CHARACTERIZATION OF CONTROLLABILITY 
INDICES [26] 
Under the assumption of SE - A regular, controllability indices are 
defined as follows: 
DEFINITION 15 [25]. Polynomial matrices N(s), D(s) such that 
(i) (sE - A)-‘B = N(s)D-‘(s), 
(ii) N(s), D(s) are right coprime, N(s) (iii> Dcsj 
[ 1 is column reduced and column degree ordered 
are said to form a normakzed right matrix jkction description (NRMFD) of 
(1) (say with C = 0). 
Recall that: 
(a) A polynomial p x 4 matrix P(s) with deg,, P(s) for the degree of 
column i of P(s) is column reduced if its highest column degree coefficient 
matrix, PhC, has rank Q, with 
S -WI (0) 
P,,, := lim P(s) 
s+m L I ’ . . (0) -I”q S 
and 
wi := degic P(s), i=1,2 ,..., q. 
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(b) If the columns of P(s) are arranged so that deg,, P(s) >, deg jC P(s) 
for i < j, then P(s) is column degree ordered. 
DEFINITION 16 [25]. Let N(s), D(s) 
Vi’ vs, * *. , v,,, be the column degrees of 
N(s) 
[ 1 D(s) . 
be a NRMFD of (l), and let 
Then the integers vi, v2,. . . , v,,, are called the controllability indices of (1). 
THEOREM 17 [26]. Let vl, v2,. . . , v,,, be the controllability indices and 
denote 
where .9PxW is the pth step of (19) for X = 3. Then 
rp = number of vi ‘s which are greater than or equal to p . 
This theorem shows that the (nonzero) controllability indices deeply rely 
on all the steps of the algorithm (19) leading to the computation of B?*. 
The previous known versions of the algorithm (19) had .4?a = 0 as initial 
condition [19]. Ozcaldiran and Lewis have shown that one could slightly 
modify this initial condition (up to certain limits) without modifying the limit 
of the algorithm. This is the case with the initialization proposed in (19). 
However, this modification must be seen as something more than a slight 
variant in the computation of 5p*: our reason for making it is that the natural 
structure of .%‘* (say in its controllability indices) is completely explained 
with W, = V* r‘l Ker E and not with S%?a = 0. Indeed, our algorithmic modifi- 
cations alter not only the initial condition g,, but also all the first steps of the 
algorithm, and this is crucial from a structural point of view, since the 
controllability indices are directly deduced from the dimensions of the BW’s. 
In the light of very recent results obtained in collaboration with N. Karcanias, 
J. J. Loiseau, and K. Ozcaldiran [34], it is now quite clear that both 
algorithms (the one initiated at .%‘a = 0 and the other initiated at .G%‘a = 
V* n Ker E) are needed to completely explain controllability (including also 
zero controllability indices, which are not taken into account in Theorem 17) 
and reachability properties. 
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Many other geometric results can rather easily be extended from the 
proper case to the generalized one. We can at least mention here Morse’s 
canonical decomposition [4]. 
5. THE MORSE STRUCTURE OF SINGULAR SYSTEMS 
In the proper case, this canonical decomposition rests upon the following 
lattice: 
x 
0 
I 
0 Jv*=Y*+Y* 
/\ 
For our purpose, we can use both lattices: 
El- .% 
0 0 
I I 
0 dv*=v-*+y* 
/\ y* / 
0 Jv-*=y*+y* 
\- 
L7* .\ /* y* - \ /* ?“* 
0 .c%*=Y*nY* 0 
I 
,cZ*=y*nY* - - 
0 0 
0 0 
It is possible, as for the proper case (see for instance [12]), to show that the 
finite zeros of the system can be computed from the branch V* - .%‘* (and 
y* - s*) as well as from JV* - 9’* (and z* - z*). In the same way, the 
infinite zeros of the system can be characterized from the branches JV* - V* 
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and &* - f* and from Y’* - W* and y* - g*. The proofs concerning 
these important points can first be sketched: 
Take any F : X -+ 92 such that 
(A + BF)V* c E%‘-* 
and any L: g -+ X such that 
(A + LC)E-‘9’* c Y*. 
It is then easy to show that (A + BF).9* c E.%‘* and (A + LC)E-‘JV* 
c dv*. 
Now, since V* nKerE = .%‘* nKerE, the quotient spaces Y*/.G?* and 
EV*/E.G@* are isomorphic, and thus the map (y*/g*IIA + BFJIY*/%‘*) 
can be regarded as an endomorphism, the spectrum of which is the list of the 
finite zeros of the system (see Theorem 22). 
Duality also holds for this topic (as for the proper case [12]): the quotient 
spaces N*/9’* (which equals E-lz*/E-ly) and J/*/y* are also 
isomorphic, and the spectrum of the map (&*/?*]]A + LCllc/lr*/Y*) is 
equal to the previous one. 
As concerns the infinite zeros, one actually has the same possible charac- 
terization as Comma& and Dion gave for proper systems [ll]. Indeed, their 
orders, say ni, can be derived from the dimensions of subspaces 9, + Y* in 
the following manner: Let 
pp+1:=d{(9p+,+~*)/(.4a,+v-*)}> P20. 
Then 
ni := number of g’s which are greater than or equal to i. 
To be a bit more precise, this can be first “explained” in the following way 
(see Theorem 22 for an actual proof). First remark that 
YP+V*=YP+Y*+KerE, since YP 1 Ker E. 
NOW, since V* + KerE represents the set of all the initial conditions of 
strictly proper trajectories in X (recall Definition 10 and the fact that 
f*:= EY*), the quotient space (S$+ V*+KerE)/(V*+KerE) can be 
viewed as representative of the set of all initial conditions (in X) of 
trajectories that can be kept in X with exclusively polynomial control 
sequences of degree ~1, that is, only with inputs using Dirac delta functions 
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and their derivatives up to order Z.L. This is the classical way of introducing 
infinite zeros in a geometric context (see [ll]). 
Morse’s paper [4] defined structural invariants [under changes of bases (in 
X, %’ and a), state feedbacks and output injections] for strictly proper 
systems [E = Z in (l)] and related to the following subspace chain in X: 
The invariants are three lists of integers I,, I,, and I, and one list of 
polynomials I,, which are deduced, in a geometric way, from the branches of 
the previous lattice: 
O- I, V*nY*TY* -V-*+Y*- 
14 I, x‘. 
These four Morse lists are in fact directly related to the well-known 
Kronecker invariants of some matrix pencils associated with (1). In the 
strictly proper case, one can use either the well-known system matrix [3] 
M(s) = [ “zf-; -oB] 
or the so-called restricted matrix pencil N( SZ - A)K with N: X + X/G? the 
canonical projection from X onto X/Q (say NB = 0) and K : 2 + X the 
natural injection of .Y in X (say CK = 0); see for instance [20]. 
Indeed, let {q}, { qi}, {(s - LX~)~~}, and { vi } denote respectively the 
column minimal indices, the row minimal indices, the finite elementary 
divisors, and the orders of the infinite divisors of the system matrix M(s). 
Then one has the following “classical’ result: 
PROPOSITION 18 (See for instance [5] and [14]). We have: 
card{q>,p} =d{(-y*nY;)/(~*n.Cp~_,)}, P&l, (29) 
card{rZi>p} =d{(sp*+~-l)/(~*+~~)}~ pa1. (30) 
Let F be such that (A + BF) Y* c V*. The finite 
divisors of M(s) are those of the map (V*/%‘*]]A + 
BFIIW^*/%‘*) induced by $‘-*]A+ BFIY* in the 
quotient space V-*/.5%*. 
(31) 
card{vi>p+I} =d{(Y*+~~),)/(~*+~~~,)}, ~21. (32) 
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REMARK 19. There is p + 1 and not p on the left hand side of (32) 
because to each infinite zero of order ni for the system (1) (with E = I) 
corresponds an infinite divisor of order ni + 1; e.g., to the system i = u, y = x 
corresponds in M(s) the infinite divisor of order 2 
s 1 
[ I 1 0’ 
When E = I, the Kronecker invariants of the restricted matrix pencil can 
also be expressed in terms of the VP’s and the 9,‘s. However, in the singular 
case, it is more difficult to explain ah the structure of (1) in terms of its 
restricted matrix pencil N(sE - A)K. The reason is that this restricted matrix 
pencil actually explains the structure of (1) with respect to proportional plus 
derivative state feedback transformations. This will be detailed in a future 
report. See [34] for a first attempt when C = 0. 
We thus prefer to consider here only the system matrix 
M(s) = [ sE_-c* -oB]. (33) 
We shah now prove that the Kronecker invariants of M(s) have the same 
characterization as (29)-(32) [with the modifications in (31)]. 
There is of course a close connection between (29), (30), (32) and (6), (7), 
(8). .This is due to the fact that 
PROPOSITION 20 [28]. For 
and w= A B [ 1 c 0’ 
we have 
where 
P, : I@ @ + Z denotes the natural projection on .T along @/, 
&{ and. 2zff are given in Section 1, and 
T and L$ are classically given by (13), (14) with E = I. 
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The key point is that (34), (35) actually hold in the general case: 
PROPOSITION 21 [28]. For 
[E=E 0 
[ 1 0 0 
and HI= 
we have 
where P,: _!T@QY + .!Z is the projection on T along a’, and .G@[, &l, Y,, 
and yI are as defined above. 
Proof. The proof is quite obvious by induction, since E = [EP,,, where 
P,, : .% CB 42 -+ %CB 4?! is the projection on S along @ (say Pz, = XP, with 
X: 3 --) TCB% the injection of X in .FCB@). 
As concerns (37), the proof establishes that for any p >, 0, 
&P fl= P$ 
[ 
9 0 
1 [I 0 c.2” n (38) 
THEOREM 22 [28]. Let {Q}, {vi}, {(s - CW~)~*}, and {vi} denote respec- 
tively the column minimal indices, the row minimal indices, the finite 
elementary divisors, and the orders of the infinite divisors of the system 
matrix M(s) in (33). Then 
card{q,>p} =d{(Y*+c_,)/(.4P*+<)}, ~21; 
for any map F such that (A + BF) Y* c ET*, the 
finite divisors of M(s) are those of the map 
(EV/E.%‘*IIA+ BFIjY*/S*), which is the map 
induced by EV*(A+ BFIV* in the isomorphic 
quotient spaces Y-*/S* and EV*/E.6@*; 
card{vi>p+l} =d[(Y*+S$)/(V*+.Y;_,)}, pal 
(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
(42) 
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I e2 p, 
‘4, 
I 
FIG. 1. 
Proof The proof is quite easy for (39), (40), and (42). 
As concerns (41), the proof is also very “classical,” although a bit tedious, 
and amounts to showing the existence of isomorphisms J and L such that the 
diagram in Figure 1 commutes with 
A, = EY*IA + BFIY*, 
P, : S CB @ 4 3 the projection on _‘S along %, 
p,z = v*I&W;, 
P;z = EY*JP,J[E_z$*, 
P, Q, P’, Q’ the respective canonical projections, and I,, Ii, I,, 1: the 
respective natural injections. 
The simple but technical proof is omitted here. 
The above geometric characterizations, in terms of the VP’s and $‘s, of 
the Kronecker invariants of the system matrix M(s) associated with (1) 
correspond, in the strictly proper case, to the so-called Morse invariants. It is 
possible to define Morse-like transformations on singular systems: 
with W, V, 6, S invertibIe. The action of (W, V, F, G, R, S) on the system 
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amounts to modifying the system matrix in the following way: 
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SE-A -B 
-c 0 I y] [ sE:/ (T-,R,S! [; 
P 
-07K :I 
Q 
(43) 
with P and Q invertible. 
Since (W, V, F, 6, R, S) transformations are particular (P, Q) transforma- 
tions on M(s), Kronecker invariants are actually preserved. However the 
Kronecker invariants are no longer complete invariants under 
(W, V, F, G, R, S) transformations. Indeed, though in the strictly proper case 
(E = I) any (P, Q) transformation is equivalent to a (T, F, G, R, S) one with 
T = W = V ‘, this is no longer true in the general case. 
6. INFINITE ZERO STRUCTURE AND INVERSION ALGORITHM 
In the proper case, the infinite zero structure only depends on the 
transfer matrix of the system. This is no longer the case for singular systems 
[3, 141 (decoupling zeros at infinity exist for these systems), and this fact is 
well taken into account through the geometric or matrix pencil characteriza- 
tions of this structure, as we shall show below. 
On the other hand, this structure at infinity has been given various 
characterizations in the proper case, for instance with the help of the 
well-known Silverman inversion algorithm, as in [15]. This way of defining 
zeros at infinity is much appreciated, since, in particular, it also holds for 
nonlinear systems (see the work of Moog [32]). The inversion algorithm has 
been extended by Lewis to the case of generalized systems (see [16] and [24], 
for instance) and it is thus possible to define some kind of structure of zeros 
at infinity directly from this inversion algorithm in a way similar to that of 
Silverman and Kitapci (in the proper case) and Moog (in the nonlinear and 
proper case). This can be done in the following way. 
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THE INVERSION ALGORITHM [24]. 
Initialization: k = 0. 
E,= E, A,= A, Bo= B, &=O, B,=O, c,=c, D,=O, 
c,=o. 
Iteration k: k. 
Find unitary Tk and S, such that 
s c, D, 2 Sk 
[ 1 kdk Bk 
Ek+l and Dk+l of maximal 
) and p* := sup { pi } ; (44) 
card{nj>d} 
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in a future report, but we shah give here the main reasons that explain this 
difference. 
A direct use of Theorems 8 and 22 shows that the orders of the zeros at 
infinity, say { nj }, as we defined them before from a geometric (and matrix 
pencil) point of view, satisfy the following properties. Recall first that the list 
{ nj } is in one-to-one correspondence with the list { p,,} defined by 
nP := card { nj >, p} . 
THEOREM 23. The “geometric ” structure of the zeros at infinity of (1) 
satisfies 
9 = d { (KerE n <)/(KerE n V*)} 
+d{(snE%_,)/(BnEv*)} forall pal. 
Proof. Immediate from the third equality of Theorem 8 and (36)-(38). 
n 
This allows us to define two “sublists,” say p; and p:‘, as follows: Let 
and 
p; := d { (KerE n %)/(KerE n V*)} for all p > 1 (46) 
9 ‘I := d { (.CI? n Eq_,)/( 33 n EY*)} forall ~21. (47) 
It is possible to show that: 
THEOREM 24. 
(47). Then 
Let pi and p* be as defined in (44), and p;’ as defined in 
P/i’ = P* - Pp for all p 2 1. 
Proof. The proof is quite easy and need not be detailed here. n 
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As a final remark, let us mention that when the system (1) is observable at 
infinity (that is, when Ker E n .X = 0), the sublist (46) is always empty, 
which is obvious from its very definition. 
To conclude this paper, let us give some illustration of these geometric 
manipulations through a simple example: Let 
T(s) = 
[ 
; ,!l l/(so_l)” ’ 
1 
for which an internal variable representation is given by 
B= 
Since 
0 
1 
0 
t: 
1 ’ 
0 
1 
A= 
C= [++-#-g]* 
T(s)= [s!l ;] [; 
t 
0 
s2/(s - 1)” 7 
0 I 
? 
Biproper 
T(s) has one pole at infinity of order 1 and one zero at infinity of order 2. 
Now the (finite) Smith-McMillan form of T(s) is 
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which shows that T(s) has three finite poles at (0, 1,l) and one finite zero at 
0. Denoting by e, the ith vector of the basis of F, it can be verified that 
“Yl=.f= {e,+e,, e,+e,, e4-e,, e,}, 
“u;= {e,+e,, e,+e,, e,-e5} =V*; 
Ya=KerE= {e,, e,}, 
Yi= {e,, e,+e,, e3, es}, 
LX,= {e,, e,+e,, e3, e5, es} =y*; 
9&= {e,+e,}, 
.Bi= {e,+e,, e,+e,} =.%*. 
Hence d( V*) = 3 and d(9*) = 2, which is consistent with the fact that 
there is one finite zero. 
Now remark that 
Yb+V*= {e,, e2 + e4, e3, e4 - e5} - d(Ya + V*) = 4, 
Yi+V*= {e,, e,+e,, e3, e,-es, es} * d( Yi + v*> = 5, 
Y2+V*=X j d(Y2 + V*) = 6. 
Hence the 9’s and n,‘s, which describe the structure of the zeros at infinity, 
satisfy 
{P,} = {1,1} and {ni} = (2) 
as expected. 
It has to be noted that, though our internal description of T(s) is not 
minimal (in the sense of the controllability and observability, at both finite 
and infinite values), the decomposition of the list 9, introduced in Theorem 
23, is such that p; is empty. 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
New geometric definitions (algorithms) for the description of the internal 
structure of generalized systems have been proposed and shown to be 
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consistent with other classical (at least in the proper case) definitions [matrix 
pencil point of view, algebraic characterization, structural (inversion) algo- 
rithm]. Work is still being performed (in association with various colleagues) 
to describe this structure more deeply, in particular with respect to different 
groups of transformations, and for instance the one using only static state 
feedback and not proportional plus derivative state feedback (see [34]). 
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